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ROVANIEMI - ICE AND AURORAS

Duration: 4 days, 3 nights

The price refers to: person

Program:

THURSDAY, JANUARY 4, 2024 - ITALY/ROVANIEMI
Departure by flight from Milan. Arrival at Rovaniemi airport and transfer to 4-star hotel. Delivery of thermal
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clothing and evening at leisure to discover the town of Rovaniemi on your own. Dinner at the hotel.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 5, 2024 - ROVANIEMI
Breakfast at the hotel. Snowmobile excursion (5 hours). Today's adventure takes guests through the "lappish
lunch break." An authentic snowmobile experience whose route winds through the course of frozen rivers,
where you will also have the opportunity to try the famous fishing through a hole drilled in the ice. While
waiting, the guide will prepare lunch of traditional soup and...the catch of the day! Return in the early afternoon
to the hotel. Free dinner.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 2024 - ROVANIEMI
Breakfast at the hotel. In the morning, transfer to the city of Rovaniemi for individual activities. We recommend
a visit to the magical "Santa Claus Village," the official residence of Santa Claus, where we can meet him in
person and visit the many attractions in the area. Free lunch. In the afternoon, excursion to view the Northern
Lights (3 hours). Have you ever thought of observing one of the world's most impressive sights, floating on the
waters of a frozen lake? The adventure continues under the auroras, forgetting the noise of the city by heading
deep into the Lappish forest. With expert guides, guests will be taken to a frozen lake where, with the help of
thermal suits that preserve their bodies dry and warm, they will float on water while observing the incredible
night lights of the boreal sky. Return to the hotel. Dinner at the hotel.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 7 - ROVANIEMI/ ITALY
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to the airport in time for boarding your flight to Italy.

Il tour include:
Flights with NEOS operator from Milan Malpensa Accommodation at Scandic Phojanhovi Hotel (4*) on half-
board basis Dinner on the first and third day at the hotel Buffet lunch during the snowmobile excursion on the
second day Snowmobile ride and excursion to see the Aurora Borealis Transfer to Rovaniemi on Saturday
morning Thermal Clothing Transfer to and from Rovaniemi airport. Clio Travel Companion Health insurance
Airport taxes and fuel handling charges (price subject to reconfirmation)
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Nel tour non è compreso:
Meals not specifically mentioned Drinks with meals Optional meals and excursions Tips Souvenir Anything not
specifically mentioned in "The fees include"

Welcome to Rovaniemi, the capital of Lapland and home of Santa's official residence! Lapland is the perfect
place to relax and at the same time experience exciting moments beyond the Arctic Circle. Enter the magical
world of Lapland by visiting it and participating in electrifying activities while waiting for the northern lights to
dance across the sky!


